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Term sheet survey
overview

Overview
Survey: 94 VC final term sheets issued in 2019

PwC

●

The key terms from 94 Seed, Series A and Series B final term
sheets were analysed, on an anonymous basis, from the
transactions the PwC Raise team and the legal providers
Humphreys Law, Kemp Little, Marriott Harrison, Sheridans and
Shoosmiths advised on during 2019.

●

For both entrepreneurs and investors alike, the
PwC | Raise VC term sheet market report illustrates the key
emerging themes pre COVID-19. The areas we focused on in
this term sheet market report were investment structure, other
economic terms, board representation and fees, leaver
provisions, vesting, drag and tag along and warranty provisions.

●

In a separate, PwC Raise survey in Jun-20 of 102 venture
investors, 72% responded that have not made changes to their
market standard terms during COVID-19.

●

Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to express my
immense gratitude to the following legal firms who kindly
participated in the survey:
○ Humphreys Law (Henry Humphreys, Partner);
○ Kemp Little (Charles Claisse, Partner);
○ Marriott Harrison (David Strong, Partner);
○ Sheridans (Howard Watt, Partner); and
○ Shoosmiths (Alistair Hammerton, Partner).

Investment size

Across the 94 term sheets, investment sizes:
- ranged from £0.5m to £25m;
- had an average investment size of £4.6m; and
- in aggregate totalled £430m.

Glen Waters
Head of Raise
T: +44 (0)7950324018
glen.waters@pwc.com
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Investment by type and sectors
Investment by type

Investment by type: Of the 94 term sheets analysed, 30% of
the investments were from VC investors, 66% VCT/EIS funds
and 4% Corporate Venture Capital (CVCs)/Family Offices.

PwC

Investment by sector

Investment by sector: Enterprise software (17%) and Digital
(18%) together represented 35% of total investment. Whilst
Retail & Consumer (22%), Health/Medtech (14%) and Fintech
represented 12% of the investments. Other (17%) includes:
Edtech, IOT, Hardware, Proptech, Real Estate and Social
impact sectors.
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Impact of COVID-19 on key term sheet terms
Question to investors: How have the terms in your
term sheets changed as a reflection of the crisis?

●

In a separate PwC Raise survey in Jun-20 of 102 venture
investors, 72% responded that have not made changes to
their market standard terms during COVID-19.

●

Where term sheet changes were made, only 3% included a
revenue ratchet.

Source: PwC Raise VC Survey - Impact of COVID-19

PwC
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Investment structure

Investment structure - downside protection
Type of investment share

PwC

●

75% (71) of the term sheets had some form of
downside protection for the investor (solely
preference shares or ‘mixed’ i.e. ordinary and
preference shares) where the investment monies for
the prefered shares are received ahead of the
founders or pari passu participation.

●

(Note: ‘A’ Ordinary shares which pay out ahead of
Ordinary shares have been included in the definition of
‘preference’ for the purposes of the survey).

Preference share - Participating v Non-participating

Of the 75% (71) of term sheets which had some form of
preference shares in the structure:
● 68% were non-participating, where the investor on exit
has a choice: the investment monies back (plus any
dividends if applicable) ahead of the founders or pro rata
and pari passu participation; and
●

32% were participating preferred (the ‘double dip’) where the investor on exit gets the return of the funds
invested and in addition a pro-rata and pari passu
distribution (i.e. gets paid out twice).
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Investment structure - Liquidation multiples
Non-participating: Liquidation multiple

Of the 68% (48) term sheets that had a
non-participating preferred structure; 93% had a
1.0x liquidation multiple.

PwC

Participating preferred: Liquidation multiple

Of the 32% (23) of term sheets that had a participating
preferred structure; 76% had a 1.0x liquidation
multiple.
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Other economic
terms

Other economic terms

28%

38%

63%

Tranched investment

Anti-dilution ratchets

Restrictive covenants

28% of transactions involved tranched
investment.

38% of investment included anti-dilution
ratchets.

64% of investment included restrictive
covenants (post departure). Of these
-

PwC

90% of covenants had a duration
of 12 months; .
10% of covenants had a duration
of 18 months to 24 months.
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Board representation
& fees

Board appointments
Board appointments of investors

.
PwC

Minimum shareholding required to have an investor
Board seat where specified

●

97% of deals incorporated investor Board appointments.

●

●

In 41% of deals the investor had the right to appoint an
investor director and in a further 48% of deals the
investor also had the right to appoint an observer
(non-voting) alongside the investor director.

57% (54) of term sheets did not specify a minimum
shareholding that was required for an investor to have a
Board seat. Where applicable, this was instead included in
the final shareholders agreement.

●

Of the 43% (40) term sheets where there was an ongoing
requirement for an investor to retain a minimum
shareholding and this was specified, these ranged from
3% to 10% of the company’s issued shared capital, with
5% the most common level.
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Arrangement and monitoring fees
Arrangement fees

PwC

Monitoring fees

●

63% of term sheets did not include an investor arrangement fee.

●

60% of transactions did not include a monitoring fee
provision.

●

In the 37% of term sheets, where an arrangement fee was paid
this ranged between 2%-8% of the total sum invested.

●

In the 40% of deals where a monitoring fee was
payable, this was typically set on a transaction basis
rather than a fixed percentage basis.

.
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Leaver provisions

Leaver provisions

PwC

●

34% (32) of term sheets did not comment on leaver provisions.

●

In the 66% (62) of term sheets which specified a leaver provision, there
was a requirement for departing founders to relinquish some, if not all of
their shares depending on the type of leaver they were.

●

Where a good leaver provision was specified (55 of the 62 term sheets
which had a leaver provision), a good leaver was defined in 78% (43) of
term sheets as anyone who is not a bad leaver.

●

A bad/very bad leaver was specified in 80% (50 of the 62 term sheets
which has leaver provision) of cases, as someone who had committed
gross misconduct, fraud or criminal convictions.
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Vesting provisions

Vesting provisions
Vesting provisions

●

PwC

63% (59) of term sheets included a vesting provision.

Pre-vesting provisions

●

Of the 59 term sheets which included a vesting provision, 75% (44)
included an element of pre-vesting of Founders shares on day 1.
≤25% pre-vested on day 1 was the most common scenario.

●

25% (15) of term sheets where a vesting provision was specified did
not include any pre-vesting of Founders shares.
18

Vesting provisions - methodology and time period
●

Of the 59 term sheets, where there was a
vesting provision, the unvested shares
held by a founder were vested over the
time periods set out opposite.

*Where a vesting period uses the cliff method, the cliff period is equal to 1 year and thereafter monthly
straight line vesting.

PwC
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Drag along
& tag along

Drag along & tag along

96%

Drag along minimum shareholding requirements

Drag along
96% of transactions included a drag along
right.

77%
Tag along
77% of transactions included a Tag along
right.

PwC
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Warranty provisions

Warranties
Warranty type - where specified in term sheet

98%
Warranty provisions
98% of term sheets sampled had warranty
provisions included.

Warranty claim periods (non-tax)
Salary multiple - where salary multiples used to
calculate a Founder’s warranty cap

PwC
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PwC Raise team - Contact details

Contact us

PwC
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This publication has been prepared for general guidance on matters of interest only, and does not constitute professional advice. You should not act upon the
information contained in this publication without obtaining specific professional advice. No representation or warranty (express or implied) is given as to the accuracy
or completeness of the information contained in this publication, and, to the extent permitted by law, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, its members, employees and
agents do not accept or assume any liability, responsibility or duty of care for any consequences of you or anyone else acting, or refraining to act, in reliance on the
information contained in this publication or for any decisions based on it.
This content is for general information purposes only, and should not be used as a substitute for consultation with professional advisors.
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